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The word “shaman” means “one who sees in the dark.” Shamans consciously choose to live in
two different worlds at the same time. They have one foot here in the everyday world and one
foot in the world of the spirits. The fact is, we all live in these two different worlds, but are
commonly not aware of the other, less visible one. This world does not exist in some other place,
but is right beside us, just outside of our usual perceptions. Seeing in the Dark is a definitive
source for personal shamanism and not only provides the tools and techniques of the shaman,
but presents the wisdom tradition, awareness paradigm, and shamanic way of life. The powerful
shamanic path has weathered the cataclysmic changes of over 50,000 years of human history
and is even more vital and relevant today. In times when stress, tension, and the fast pace of life
overwhelm us, this path shows us how to slow down, reconnect to the sacred, and harness our
personal power—skills that will be needed for the uncertain days ahead. Included in this book
are over 100 easy-to-follow exercises that teach important survival skills for the coming changes
of 2012 and beyond.



Praise for Seeing in the Dark“The kind of book that offers newcomers to shamanism a safe and
sensible program and also reminds experienced practitioners why they fell in love with
shamanism in the first place. The authors carefully guide readers through the many aspects of
the shamanic life and offer practical suggestions for journeys, ceremonies, and personal healing.
This book will become a comforting and reliable companion for those on the shaman's path.”—
Tom Cowan, author of Shamanism: A Spiritual Practice for Daily Life and Fire in the Head“A
groundbreaking work of startling authenticity. This book is a necessity for those who wish to
understand how personal reality can be shaped by one's beliefs and how the fate of individuals
and nations can be shifted by the focused intent of inwardly directed individuals. Seeing in the
Dark is ideal for those seeking a practical application of material garnered from readings in
comparative religious studies, folklore, and mythology but were left looking for the next step—
here it is. Take it if you dare.”—Mark Stavish, Director of Studies, Institute for Hermetic Studies
and author of Between the Gates“Shamanism is many things to many people—at its core it is an
ancient spiritual tradition dedicated to becoming fully human. Through partnership with the
compassionate spirits, shamanic practitioners bring blessings of balance and healing to our
world. In Seeing in the Dark, Colleen and Paul offer us their inspired, multi-faceted perspective,
helping to make this powerful tradition more readily avail-able at a time when our need for it has
never been greater.”—Nan Moss and David Corbin, authors of Weather Shamanism“Seeing in
the Dark is a wonderful gateway to shamanic practice. Packed with wonderful exercises and
journey suggestions, it gently guides readers to find insight and healing through spirit
connections and energy work.”—Kristin Madden, author of Magick, Mystery, and Medicine; The
Book of Shamanic Healing; and Shamanic Guide to Death and Dying“Seeing in the Dark is both
a step-by-step guide to developing powerful kinships with the spirits who surround us and to
nurturing a clearer understanding of our place in the Universe.”—Evelyn C. Rysdyk, Shamanic
teacher and healer, author of Modern Shamanic Living“The world of the soul often seems too
mystical for us to travel, and yet we know the mysteries are there, hidden just beyond our view.
Colleen Deatsman and Paul Bowersox dispel those myths, teaching students how to begin and
then guiding the experienced practitioner on ways to continue. Every reader will deepen their
understanding of their own soul and the spiritual worlds of mystery.”—Gail Wood, co-author of
Shamanic Witch and author of Sisters of the Dark Moon“Colleen Deatsman and Paul Bowersox
draw on their diverse spiritual training and personal experience to craft a book that gives readers
tools with which to traverse the turmoils of everyday life, economic downturns, and personal
struggles. This is the sort of ‘engaged shamanism’ that can light up the dark.”—Larry G. Peters,
Ph.D., anthropologist, licensed psychotherapist, and author of The YetiTo our parentsLa Von and
Donna Deatsmanand Don and Marilee BowersoxFirst published in 2009 byRed Wheel/Weiser,
LLCWith offices at:500 Third Street, Suite 230San Francisco, CA 94107Copyright © 2009 by
Colleen Deatsman and Paul Bowersox.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be



reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission
in writing from Red Wheel/Weiser, LLC. Reviewers may quote brief passages.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data available upon request.Cover and interior design by
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changing.Environmentally, we are seeing increases in the frequency and magnitude of storms.
Earthquakes are prevalent and devastating worldwide. The ice caps are melting, ocean levels
are rising, and more arable land each year either disappears or becomes barren.Sociologically
and culturally, we are seeing an increase in extremes and a shrinking of the middle. Wealth is
concentrating in the hands of the very few, and poverty is increasing among the masses. We are
experiencing a social divide in opportunity, which further stratifies the division between the
haves and have-nots.Technologically, we have automated ourselves to the point where very few
know how to manufacture or produce the vast majority of what we consume. It is significant that
we have a new generation of computer technology every three months, while most of us would
be stymied should we be required to manufacture a paper clip from raw materials. We don't
understand our own technology.We have also become a species who has lost its inclination for
self-determination. We allow ourselves to be told how to act, what to do, what to want, and even
who or what to love. The mainstream religious practices are fundamentally exclusive, rather than



inclusive—that is, they posit an idea that if you do not believe as they do, your soul will be denied
reward of any kind, because theirs is the only way.In essence we are a tribal species who have
just enough out-of-control technology and little enough wisdom so that we are capable of doing
some real damage.And we are.So, in the midst of devastating change, what can we do? Well, if
the world trend is to isolate and become more dependent on a tenuous infrastructure, and that's
not working, perhaps we should consider an alternate point of view. Maybe the answer is to
become more connected, more self-reliant, and unswervingly responsible for ourselves.What
kind of paradigm, model, or philosophy can provide that? If everything changes, where can we
look to find an immutable constant that has weathered the ravages of time?The answer to that
question is shamanism. It has even survived evolution.In 1972, two French archeologists
unearthed a 50,000-year-old Neanderthal burial site in Southern France. At this site, called the
Hortus site, they found the body of a man wearing a leopard hide, complete with claws and tail.
There were no other leopard bones in the grave. The only cultural comparison we can see in the
archeological or anthropological record is that tribal shamans in certain cultures are known to
wear animal capes in their rituals. They are buried with these magical garments. It is widely
accepted among scientists that the Neanderthal man found at the Hortus site was a
shaman.This and other evidence demonstrates that shamanism has been around since before
people were even people. It outlived the Neanderthal and has flourished for tens of thousands of
years to the present day. If it has been able to survive that long, it must have something of value
to offer those who practice it. Certainly, if shamanism can endure through all the changes of the
last 50,000 years and even the death of an entire species, it can help us during these times of
change.The reason shamanism is so effective is that it is a point of view, a lifestyle, rather than a
doctrine. It is experiential in nature and teaches us that we know, on a very fundamental level,
who we are and what we need to do to take care of ourselves. It provides a way of self-
examination and natural connection that can help us find our way, even when we are lost or
confused. It is possible to believe anything you want to believe and still be a shaman. You can
embrace any god, prophet, or savior you desire, and shamanism will still work for you. Why?
Because shamanism teaches us how to live in harmony with all of creation. Its overarching tenet
is that we are all connected, and because of this connection, we can rely on ourselves to fulfill
our destinies. More than that, we can use the principles of shamanism to do the personal work
that will ultimately allow us to choose an alternate course for this world.Hindu scholars say we
are at the lowest point of the darkest age of a repeating cycle that began 12,800 years ago,
when our summer-solstice sun aligned with the galactic center of the Milky Way galaxy. They
claim we will begin our ascent back to light when the winter-solstice sun aligns with the galactic
center in 2012. Coincidentally, this date is when the famed Mayan calendar ends and when
several of the most prominent modern alchemists in America and France believe the
dimensional door will shut, leaving only those on the planet who will continue their spiritual
evolution back to the transcendent light.All of this speculation is nothing more than an
abstraction. What matters is if we can find a way to make a difference in our own lives and in the



lives of others. Sitting alone in the dark, wringing our hands about what is coming, only helps to
manifest that which we dread. The key to the coming age is to remain engaged, get out into the
world, do substantive work to initiate change, and find those who can pick the necessary
agreements to precipitate a new reality. That is the essence of shamanism.Before we delve into
the techniques associated with engaged shamanism, it is important to think about what it means
to be your own shaman. Becoming your own shaman entails embarking upon a power path of
unveiling and cultivating the sacred and spiritual in your everyday life and in the modern
environment and culture in which you currently live. To effectively utilize the practices of
shamanism you do not have to move into the wilderness or desert, or don a leopard cape or a
feathered headdress. You do not have to practice someone else's ceremonies and rituals or pray
at their sacred sites. In fact, doing so is adamantly discouraged, unless a reputable person of
that culture teaches and gives you permission to perform these practices or allows you to visit
these places.Modern shamanism is not a practice of taking or borrowing someone else's religion
or spiritual beliefs, nor does it involve copying the ways of the Mexican nagual, the Lakota
medicine woman, African dagara healer, or Peruvian shaman. There is no need to imitate. The
practice of shamanism is intimately personal and unique to every individual practitioner. No
places, cultures, or peoples own these universal energies or the practices that access them.
Animism, the Web of Life, Spirit, and sacredness are omnipresent; they are everywhere, in
everything, and belong to everyone. Your personal, homemade, Spirit-directed ceremony can be
just as effective as a traditional cultural ceremony when practiced with heart, focus, energy, and
right intention. To effectively practice shamanism in our culture and modern environment we
need only wake up to our awareness of self, life-force energy, and Spirit; reap the rich
experiences available to us right here, right now; and make a difference in the world around
us.The beauty of shamanism is that it is universal. The practices and principles can be and are
being applied around the world in many diverse cultures. Though shamanic practitioners may
choose to learn from teachers of different backgrounds, they must ultimately incorporate their
learnings into their own personal practice in their own culture and environment. Shamanic
practices are Spirit's gift to all people, not only the indigenous people that have bravely risked
their lives to keep this powerful way of living alive. We are all benefactors of this Spirit
gift.Michael Harner, noted luminary and grandfather of the neo-shamanic movement, notes with
great insight that no matter how far we may be removed from our ancestral roots, we are all
indigenous people from one place or another on this earth. Shamanism isn't about doing what
the native peoples do exactly like they do it. It is about connecting with Spirit and one's self using
practices that help one follow a balanced personal path.No matter what is on the way, no matter
what changes, cataclysms, devastation, joy, or boredom we must face in the coming age, what
happens is for us to determine. Our destiny and the destiny of the world and its inhabitants are in
our hands. Jesus said, “The kingdom of God is within you” (Luke 17:21). Many people come to
shamanism to experience this principle on a personal level, and the great contribution of
shamanism is that it provides us the means to do just that.Let's get started.OPENING



PRAYERMorning Prayer to the Four Airts I give thanks that I have risen again today and to the
great Rising of Life Itself.As the sun brightens up the sky and earth, may my soul be bright with
gratitude for all the good things in my life. May I be generous in sharing these with others.I give
thanks that I have risen again today and to the great Rising of Life Itself.As the trees, rivers,
animals and everything sing their songs of life, may my soul sing the song of my heart. May I
sing it gladly whether in joy or in sorrow, and may it help me find humor and laughter in the day.I
give thanks that I have risen again today and to the great Rising of Life Itself.As the sun crosses
the sky to where it will set in the west, may my soul proceed on its journey through life. May I
keep the vision of my life ever before me and may I have faith that my life has meaning.I give
thanks that I have risen again today and to the great Rising of Life Itself.As everything in nature
strives to live and survive, may my soul be strong in its struggles. May I meet adversity with
courage and hope.I give thanks that I have risen again today and to the great Rising of Life
Itself.As the earth spreads out from me to the horizon, may my soul expand to embrace it. May I
speak the truth of the land and take responsibility for my life.—Written by Tom Cowan, based on
a nineteenth-century prayer from the Scottish HighlandsiCHAPTER ONEThe Shamanic
PathBare awareness: the place where our mind falls silent with inner knowing.—Colleen
DeatsmanShamans are students and practitioners of awareness. They study the natural world,
observing the ebb and flow of energies as these energies pass from one form to another, from
one being to the next. Shamans study the ritual of life, looking beyond and beneath the surface
in order to see the driving mechanisms of the universe. The universe is layered, and shamans
use their finely honed awareness to peel back these layers and see what lies underneath each
one. On the surface, a shaman sees the sun rise, reach its peak, and set in the evening. The
typical ritual we know as a day has its beginning, middle, and end, but the shaman knows,
through observation of the next layer, that this day ritual is a cycle. It happens again and again
and again. More than that, this day cycle is part of the larger, more complex annual cycle—
another layer. That year cycle is also merely a part of the grand cycle of our sun as it moves
through the cosmos, orbiting the galactic center over the course of 226 million years—yet
another layer.A study of these cycles provides useful information, but through shamanic
discipline we can also develop an awareness of the universe's underlying nature. The shaman
observes the consistency and utter simplicity of these cycles and begins to appreciate a natural
pattern. The day is a circular cycle, as is the year; the horizon is a circle, the world itself a circle,
and, through observation, it appears to the shaman that life itself is a circle. The shaman sees
mankind as but a traveler on this disc of world as we move through the circle of our existence.
Observing even more deeply, the shaman sees that we travelers are changing the nature of our
world. We do not drive the wheel of time or the circle of life, but we do affect the very nature of
our reality. The shaman seeks to understand the dynamic and the mechanism of that
change.There are many tools in the shamanic toolbox to accomplish this understanding. In this
book we will investigate quite a few of these tools; but keep in mind that shamanism is a
discipline requiring awareness and responsible application of that awareness. It provides tools



not only to change the way we perceive reality, but also to change reality as well. The world
stands at a precipice, and it has been brought here by the choices we, as a species, have made.
We have collectively agreed to be in exactly the position we are in. That's a humbling thought.
We have arrived at this juncture, this intersection of space and time and circumstance, largely by
addressing what we are not and what we think we need to have, rather than what we are and
what it is we can be. The truth is, we are a magnificent species, the flower of the universe, but we
don't act like it. We act like clever animals, striving to make sure we are fed, safe, and
comfortable. In this regard, we aren't that much more evolved than a groundhog. As long as we
are in our own little holes, safe and sound, we don't need to pay attention to the rest of the world.
No wonder the world is in trouble.Shamanism cultivates a broader view than the involute
perspective of self-gratification. It demonstrates, through experience, that we are part of
something much grander, that we have a responsibility to express what we have the potential to
become. In so doing, we shape reality and can therefore chart a different course for the planet,
our species, and ourselves. Shamanism operates in the now. It requires that we engage in the
moment. As a discipline, it provides the framework within which we can observe the universe as
it is, dream a new one, and connect the dots to get us there. This requires an awareness of what
is, and a commitment to be here and apply what we know right now.To a certain extent, what is
can be defined and catalogued by empirical science or deduced through myriad natural
philosophies. So what makes shamans unique in their ability to observe or function within
extreme, unusual, or even confounding mundane circumstances that the coming age may
present? Why does shamanism have an advantage over other disciplines when it comes to
survival, adaptation, or the shifting of reality?The answer is that shamans learn to observe with
all levels of being. By exploring and utilizing methods of observation other than merely the five
senses, the shaman can discern the forces that drive not only the universe, but also the
individual sentient beings that live within it. We initially explore the limits, potential, and function
of each element of self—body, mind, emotions, and soul/spirit.We apply these elements of self
by allowing the soul to express cleanly and clearly through our bodies and into the world. The
shamanic life demands that we express soul in this manner. This is quite simple, really, as the
expression of soul is perfectly natural. It is the added complexities of those things that get in the
way of that, most particularly our conditioning, behaviors, and personal history, that are
unnatural. Once we have integrated the self and can express soul in this manner, we can bring
about positive change anywhere and everywhere we can secure Agreement to do so.The
circular nature of life demands that the shaman accept the soul as eternal, even while the body
is ephemeral. Just as energy cannot be created or destroyed, neither can the soul. But if the
body is temporary and the soul eternal, then the soul must have a reason, an agenda, for
occupying a human body. Shamans discern this agenda and use their bodies as instruments of
communication between the soul/spirit realm and the world. In order to be a clear channel for
this communication, shamans must do the challenging work of clearing away attachments,
disadvantageous or self-sabotaging behaviors, unhealthy mindsets and energetic blockages,



and intrusions in order to integrate the self. This integration of body, mind, emotion, and soul
allows shamans to be “hollow bones,” allowing Spirit to express itself clearly and cleanly through
them.The shamanic path utilizes everything available in the realm of body, mind, and soul in
order to establish an extraordinary awareness of the universe. As such, it is a path of unflinching
honesty, requiring us to see what we observe as it is, not just how we want it to be or as we think
it should be. But the expanded awareness is far more than merely the observations gathered by
mind alone.The shamanic path is the path of the heart and the soul. It is a path of beauty,
wholeness, sacred living, oneness and connectedness with all things and nonthings,
awareness, mindfulness, respect, honor, and gratitude. It's a path of extraordinary moments
when nature and Spirit speak more clearly than the racket of our mental chatter and we stop
everything and take notice, listening and feeling the message. It is a path where the central focus
of life is creating balance, harmony, impeccability, and wholeness. It is a path that requires
integrity and honesty—with one's self and others. The shamanic path is a loving, healing path
that invites all, yet it is also a truth-revealing path, turning away initiates not yet ready to face the
awesome truth of reality. If you will continually accept the challenge (typically a daily choice), we
invite you into the sacred circle of personal shamanic practitioners—a circle where healing,
growth, change, and transformation are constants and where miracles happen.She stared into
the open sky knowing that she could fly. But how? “How can I fly with this human body?” she
thought.“By becoming me,” said Great-grandfather, who shape-shifted into Loon, and they took
off into the blue. They flew for miles over towering pines and rolling mountains, swooping
through the valleys and skimming the glistening lakes. Diving deep into the clear water, she
became the silvery fish they sought for nourishment, and then headed upstream, driven by
instinct. At just the right place, the very place that all of her ancestors had created and ended
life, her experience as the salmon ended, and she slowly dissolved into the bottom of the river. In
what seemed like minutes, but in ordinary reality would have taken millions of years, the essence
that was once her, then loon, then fish, became sediment, soil, mineral, seed, seedling, majestic
pine, petrified wood, stone, mountain, jagged stone, rounded river stone, small pebble
consumed by Loon, mineral in Loon's bones, Loon, Great-grandfather, and her once
more.“Energy, is energy, is energy,” Great-grandfather instructs with a chuckle and a sweeping
gnarled old hand. “The same energy that is you is me, the loon, the tree, the lake, the sky. The
form that things take is determined by the density, compilation, and characteristics that the
energy takes on at any given time. As you see, energy can be changed—we can change. We
can change form to learn new things and have different experiences. We can change energy to
heal imbalances. Misfortune, disease, and unhappiness are energies that can be changed into
abundance, health, and joy. If you want to change something, intend for it to change. Use your
mind and willpower to concentrate your energy, the energy of creation, and the energy of that
thing. Focus the energy into the change. See it, feel it, experience it, and believe in the change.
It's far easier than you think. Look, you just did it without thinking! Spirit will help if you ask. Trust
and believe. It's as simple as converting an electric current into light, a kernel of corn into an ear



of corn.”The path of shamanism will shape you in much the same way that energy shapes things
in nature. The natural forces of destruction and creation will help you eliminate the things in your
self and your life that no longer serve your highest good and cultivate those things that do. This
transformative process will be unique to each person. For some, it will bring about a softening of
the hard edges of the self and the ego, causing the mind and soul to become smooth like a river
stone. For some, the process will facilitate them becoming more assertive and to stand solid and
strong like a mountain. For some, the path will help them become firmly grounded and rooted in
Mother Earth while they bend and sway with the winds of life, like the great trees. For some, the
process will help them flow through life like the great rivers, liberating resistance and attachment
in order to plummet into the abyss like the majestic waterfall. For all, the process is always
experiential and pragmatic. This path requires more than studying, thinking, or knowing. The
power of this path is doing, practicing, living, and being.As we said in the introduction,
shamanism is the oldest living path of spirituality and healing known to man. Shamanism is a
way of life and a practice that is rich in tradition, eclecticism, and mysticism; as such, it is a living
power path. It is currently practiced in many countries, where it coexists, blends with, and
complements all the major and minor world religions, including Christianity, Buddhism, and
Hinduism. It is practical, not dogmatic, largely non-dualistic, and has no specific set of rules to
follow. Shamanism is interactive, creative, and constantly dynamic, based on what works in each
unique set of circumstances.The term shaman (pronounced shah-maan) has been adapted
from the Tungus people of Siberia and means “one who sees in the dark.”ii This name denotes
the shamans' ability to journey out of ordinary space and time into nonordinary reality, where
they connect with helping spirits to receive guidance, to gain insight or power, or to diagnose
and treat illness. The term seer also reflects this ability to journey into nonordinary reality and
experience extraordinary information firsthand. The shaman is the bridge between the ordinary
reality in which we live and the nonordinary reality that exists just outside of our everyday
perceptions.The role of the shaman is diverse. Shamans are the counselors, advisors,
mediators, and psychologists of their communities. They are the teachers of spiritual ways and
the wise sages that understand the universal laws of energy and nature and know how to
harness these energies for the benefit of the people. They are the doctors, nurses, midwives,
bone-setters, herbalists, massage therapists, and the energy practitioners of their communities.
In shamanism, physical, mental, and emotional illnesses are recognized as being caused by
spiritual and energetic imbalances that can be affected by spiritual intervention. In the capacity
of healers, or medicine persons, shamans journey on behalf of their patient/client to the spirit
world to meet with their helping spirits. While there, they use Spirit guidance and an array of
techniques to diagnose illness etiology and restore wholeness and power to the person. The
shaman usually expresses the wisdom offered from the spirit world to the client to help them on
their path of healing and living in balance.Animism and the Web of LifeTwo central beliefs are
found in all shamanic cultures: the belief in animism and belief in the interconnected web of
energy and power between all things, called the Great Web of Life.Animism is the understanding



that all things—trees, mountains, wind, elements, animals, this book, the chair you are sitting in,
and you and me—are living, are manifestations of the Web, are connected to the Web, and are
souls. We are all created from, and filled with, life-force energy.The Web of Life is the life-force
energy that is the prime mover, or the essence of life. Life-force energy is a free-flowing, high-
vibration energy that is the foundation of everything. It is omnipresent and is the essence of all
things, a subtle undercurrent of all that is. Everything that is, is alive with life-force energy, and
this same life-force energy is a connecting force between all things. The Web of Life radiates and
pulses with this all-pervading energy. When we observe light, we see that it is made up of a
broad spectrum of frequencies, some of which we can see, some of which are invisible to
us.Helping SpiritsThe emanations and manifestations of the Web of Life are similar in that some
are very dense, having a solid, physical form, while others are not. The Web is known to be alive,
spirited, animated, and full of living beings that are visible and invisible to ordinary perception.
Shamans are trained to see and sense the Web and its inhabitants using bare awareness, that
place where our mind falls silent with inner knowing. In the ordinary world, manifestations of the
Web are visible as beings and objects. Nonordinary world manifestations of the Web are
generally not perceived as visible by most people. There are other worlds around us that in
actuality aren't separate worlds, yet they remain invisible. These Otherworlds (discussed in
detail in chapter three) are filled with manifestations of the Web that are made of more subtle,
less dense energy, commonly referred to as spirits. Shamans work with these manifestations of
the Web in powerful practice for healing, guidance, and enlightenment.We all have guardian
spirits, known in shamanism as helping spirits, spirit teachers, spirit allies, and/or power animals.
Many people familiar with working with spirits refer to these as spirit guides or totems. For ease
of reading, we will refer to these power sources with the all-encompassing term of helping spirits.
Helping spirits are spirit energies that appear in diverse ways. They may appear in forms that are
angelic, human, alien, energy being, animal, bird, reptile, insect, plant, or crystalline. Ancestors,
past shamans and healers, gods and goddesses, ascended masters, prophets, sages,
hierophants, alchemists, and teachers of varying cultures, paths, and mythologies often present
themselves as helping spirits. Shamanic cultures believe everyone is born with at least one
helping spirit that protects them and shares its power with them. Neo-shamanism pioneer
Michael Harner has documented that connections to helping spirits increase one's physical
energy and ability to resist disease, as well as increasing mental alertness and self-
confidence.Energy BodiesThe physical world is the densest energetic level on the Web of Life's
energy spectrum; it is formed of subtler etheric energies that have coalesced and increased in
density. To one degree or another, every physical person, place, or thing retains a characteristic
energy signature, or a soul, from the higher realms. The energy body is what shamans call the
radiance the soul creates in and around the physical body. In human beings, this energy body
permeates and surrounds the physical one, and those who perceive it see it as a luminous egg
that infuses and cocoons the body. The energy body appears to be bolted to the physical one
via a series of energy vortices present along the spine. These vortices or bolts are traditionally



known as chakras. They have been demonstrated by various Eastern arts, most notably
Kundalini, to monitor and maintain different vibrational energy layers within the human energy
body/field. Shamans know that the soul and luminous energy body are just as critical to health
and well-being as a person's physical body. If a person's soul is not whole or the person's
luminous energy body is dulled, weakened, or punctured by such things as draining or blocked
energy, the person will experience power loss, imbalance, and disharmony that eventually
causes illness and disease.AwarenessShamans know that to be capable of entering the spirit
worlds and to effectively help others heal their souls and luminous energy bodies, they
themselves must be as balanced, brilliant, clear, and whole as possible. Shamans working in
service to the community must constantly look within themselves to clear away thoughts,
emotions, behaviors, and energetic debris that can clog and diminish their luminous energy
body. This clearing is done through vigilant bare awareness. This awareness, both internal and
external, is perhaps the most important attribute to practicing shamanism. Shamanic teachers
and helping spirits work in partnership with the shaman to help them with this process.Shamans
and people of shamanic cultures are acutely aware of themselves, each other, their
surroundings, the spirits, and the Great Web of Life. Their survival has depended on this skill,
and so will ours in the coming age. The world we live in is a manifestation of the Web and is in
itself an intelligent being that communicates with us in every moment. Observing and listening to
its subtle messages provides key information and insights into one's self and world.Impeccability
and GratitudeWhile shamans use a variety of techniques and methods for healing and
expanded awareness, an overwhelming guiding approach combined with an essential attitude
carries them through the darkest of times and the most devastating lessons. Shamans honor
their own spirit as they honor the spirits of all other beings with impeccability and gratitude.There
are many different ways to approach life and to interact with those around us. We've all seen the
T-shirts or bumper stickers touting such worldviews as “Looking Out for Number One!” or “Think
Globally, Act Locally.” But no matter how lofty or base the approach is, it can be lived impeccably,
if it is the expression of that person's soul in the world.Impeccability has nothing to do with right
and wrong. It does not involve the Buddhist tenets of Right Living or the Christian Golden Rule.
What shamanic impeccability demands is the unflinching and focused expression of the soul's
agenda. In the course of our training, we met the sweetest, most loving teacher in the world. We
also met the least cordial, most demanding, overbearing tyrant you could ever want to meet.
Both of these people acted impeccably. They expressed the soul according to their energetic
nature in order to unerringly produce a substantive and enhancing increase in awareness in their
students. They did so by addressing reality as it is and by being brutally honest with us as
students. Neither of them was brutal by any means, but they exercised honesty like a laser
beam, cutting away the illusion and the fatty self-indulgence from the minds of their
charges.Impeccability demands that we remain true to the expression of the soul. The soul
appears to operate within certain guidelines: It does not purposely wound or hurt another's soul-
self. Properly expressed, it is not cluttered or colored in any way by individual bias, opinion, or



judgment. The soul, always awake, expresses the message, or series of messages, that will
awaken the individual still held in thrall by the dream of illusion. The soul's message, and
therefore the nature of impeccability, communicates the real.The great sages who teach the
importance of impeccability aren't telling us that we have to be the model citizens of our
communities. They are teaching us to be internally consistent within ourselves. When we do
something that is not true to our natural self, we lose energy, personal power, and vitality. This
betrayal of self sits in direct opposition to the shamanic goal of living in balance, harmony, and
economy with one's self and the Web. Impeccability is not perfection; it is consistently applied
soulfulness that is born from a centered balance. To be impeccable, we need to know and honor
our soul. This requires being awake and aware, genuine and real with ourselves and with others.
This impeccability is accomplished by seeking to know and integrate our inner nature,
connecting and staying connected with our self and helping spirits, and employing our soul
guidance as we walk our life path. When we are impeccable with our self, it is easier for us to
interact impeccably with others and the Web.One of the reasons the shaman is compelled to
express the soul in this way is gratitude. As painful and glorious as it can be, stripping away
illusion and leaving ourselves awake and aware for the first time in our life, able to perceive the
soul's purpose and express it in the world, leaves us profoundly grateful and eager to pass along
that gift of awareness to others. Once the clutter of petty concerns is removed, we can see life's
beauty, sacredness, and rarity. We are privileged to be wrapped in skin at this time, during this
age of great transition and awakening. We have been gifted with the opportunity to explore our
self, to delve deeper into the mysteries of life and the universe, and by doing so, to make a
substantive difference in the world and our community.Grace, impeccability, and gratitude are
woven by intent into a beautiful braid that frames the face of a balanced and harmonious life. To
live impeccably is to be whole and to honor our soul and the Web. When we are aware that all
things exist and have great value, we experience gratitude. Gratitude is not an obligation, but
rather an outpouring of feeling from the heart and soul. Life is sacred and honored by the
shaman. To wake up thankful for another day of life on this beautiful planet is just one example of
gratitude. We live in a throwaway, industrial, material society that has lost gratitude and respect
for the world and its joys and blessings. Even life itself has been devalued through war, crime,
and even the insurance-company concepts of “acceptable risk” and “collateral damage.”
Shamans never, ever forget the value of life, of soul, and of nature, and they express gratitude for
these things with heartfelt prayer, offerings, and daily acknowledgment. To walk the shamanic
path, we must open our hearts and give thanks often. You can start right now.Exercise: Giving
ThanksTake a few moments to sit quietly and think about all of the blessings in your life. What
are you thankful for? Your family, pets, safe home, friends, employment, vacation, health, mental
acuity, leisuretime pleasures and pursuits, worldly comforts, good food and drink, music, art,
sports, community, education, accomplishments, challenges, personal growth? What about the
beauty of nature and the Earth? How about your life? How about your self?Say a prayer of
thanksgiving now in your own way. Give thanks to the Web of Life, or whatever source of life you



choose, for making it all possible.CHAPTER TWOPaying AttentionThe world is full of obvious
things which nobody by any chance ever observes.—Sir Arthur Conan DoyleOne of the most
dismissive statements in our language is one we hear with such frequency that we have become
numb to it. It's a simple phrase and an occasionally necessary one, but it cuts us off from
illumination. It is the statement, “I know.” When someone says that, two things are certain. The
first is that they want to conclude the event. The second is that they, indeed, do not know very
much at all. “I know” is a phrase people use to end conversations, to establish hierarchy, to
massage the ego. It is also used to exclude others from their perceived reality and to separate
themselves from anyone else's.We are at a point on the wheel of time where what we don't know
can kill us. What we don't know is right around the corner, waiting to swallow us whole. We
cannot indulge in the arrogance of what we think we know. What we think we know is largely
irrelevant or demonstrably not working very well. What we don't know is a universe so vast as to
boggle the mind. We do not have the time to indulge in our petty arrogances or in what we think
we know. We need to move directly to the means of finding out what we need to know to make a
difference with ourselves and the world and how to apply that knowledge.At this point, take a
moment and ask yourself why you are interested in shamanism. What is drawing you to this
path? Look deeper. Is it an impulse or merely curiosity? Maybe research or a recommendation
brought you to this door. Perhaps you just can't stay away.One thing is certain. We can assure
you that because you have picked up this book, no matter the circumstances or reasons, at
some point in your life, you have been presented with the call of the Spirit. How do we know?
Because it is a universal truth that those who are brought to a path of illumination—any path of
illumination— have long been pursued by Spirit. They are just too self-absorbed or caught up in
the world to see it for what it is. This is not an indictment—merely a fact. Everybody is a conduit
of the Spirit, in every moment, all the time. They are part of the greater whole of life-force energy
and therefore express that energy with their very being. But they don't know it. They are so
caught up in the day-to-day or in their own internal story and personal history that they just don't
have the time or the desire to pay close enough attention.The call of the Spirit is generally some
event in which the soul takes over and lets you know it is waiting for you to recognize it and move
forward. It can be a miraculous event, such as when you live through something that should have
killed you, or a much subtler, still, small inner voice whispering intuitive insight in your mind. Or it
could merely be a magical experience that made you think there might be more to the universe
than what you can see. In any case, Spirit crossed your path in a most obvious way. You have
heard the call of the Spirit, and whether you know it or not, the result of that call has brought you
here, to this book. In essence, you are in the middle of an event, and that event is the struggle of
your soul to express itself in the world. You need to realize a few things in order for that to
happen. The fact that you may not have realized that Spirit has been pursuing you for some time
is where we need to begin.The times we live in and the days to come require that we pay
attention to what is going on. It might not seem like it, but paying attention is a radical and
subversive act. It always has been, and it is even more so now. We are conditioned in our culture



to not pay attention. We are told what to think, how we should act or dress, and what we should
consider to be important. We are even told what to fear and what to love. We are told everything
we need to know. And what we are told is designed to influence and manipulate us.
Justifications for wars or civil-liberties violations, contrite apologies from politicians or religious
leaders caught in disgrace, and national security-alert levels are all reported to us to achieve a
tone, a feeling in society that directs our attention to a specific point, rather than where we might
look if left to our own devices. Paying close attention allows us to observe what is really going on.
It eliminates editorial slant, political spin, and media influence. In essence, it reveals the real and
dismisses the illusion. Paying attention subverts those who would shape public opinion, those
who would tell us what is to be believed to be true. Casting our observation inward to distinguish
between what is truly real and what we merely think is real also subverts our own egos. Paying
attention is a fundamental shamanic skill that must be cultivated. The path to being our own
shaman and unleashing the power that we alone can wield begins with paying attention—to the
world around us, to events, and to the nature of the self.Shamanic training traditionally begins
with observing nature. Wild nature is the pure expression of soul, of undiluted life-force energy, in
the world. By deeply observing nature, we are presented with the efficiency, the grandeur, the
humor, and the simplicity of life. We also begin to see that many of the things we hold in our
thoughts are illusions, and many of our behaviors are ways that we, with great complexity,
orchestrate the wasting of our own energy. What stands between our soul and the outside world
is the reason we waste, the reason we self-sabotage.The azure blue sky speckled with cotton-
ball clouds begged her to come out and play. Making her way gingerly to the pond, she
remorsefully gazed up at the mountain. How she longed to hike the wooded trails to the meadow
plateau and scenic vista! Confined to the edge of this water-lily world by her ailing body, she
considered the nature of the illness—the whys, wherefores, and what-to-dos. She desperately
wanted to become free of its ravages and admitted aloud to the bass swimming by that she
would do anything—anything!—to be able to swim and hike and feel good again. She laughed at
herself and wondered how she had gotten so desperate that she would talk to a fish about her
problem.And then it happened, right there on the dock in the silence between her cries of despair
—the fish answered her back. Looking her square in the eyes and moving his mouth as fish often
do, he responded.“So you would do anything, you say? Anything? Are you sure? Would you be
willing to take full responsibility for your illness, your imbalance, and your wounded soul? Would
you be willing to take full responsibility for your life, your health, and your wholeness? Would you
be willing to search for and find the healer within yourself? Would you be willing to follow your
own advice? Are you ready to let yourself know that you are the cure that you are looking for? It's
time! Stop looking outside of yourself and do your inner work.”The fish's mouth stopped moving,
but his gaze was unbroken. In the stillness she pondered these ideas.“Even if I am my own cure,”
she thought,” I have no idea how to heal myself and be responsible for all of these things. It's too
much; it's far too big.” And then she stopped herself. “This is me, my life, my self. If I don't know,
and if it's too big for me, and if I am not willing to do the work, then how can I expect someone



else to do it for me? Yes, I need to heal myself. I have to heal myself. I can heal myself. I will heal
myself.”What a realization! The feeling of it resonated through her body, and she felt more
energy than she had felt in a long time. She didn't yet know how she was going to do it, but she
knew the teachers and the ways would come now that she was primed for the learning.“Thank
you, Bass, ”she said with a nod.“ And thank you, Me.”The Architecture of the SelfAs mentioned
earlier, we are hybrid beings, made up of body, mind, and soul. Of these three, body and mind
are limited to this lifetime. With the soul being functionally eternal, it is easy to deduce that the
soul is in a body for a reason, a purpose. The soul has an agenda and is using the body and
mind as a way to interface with the world to attend to its agenda.When we are born, we are pure
soul sealed into an adorable little body. Over the next twenty-one years or so, we are steeped in
everything we need to know to function in the world and in our society. Like little computers, we
download programs from our family, school, church or religious group, peers, and seemingly
endless media sources. These programs act as our software and applications, all overlaid on top
of the still, small voice of our soul. All that programming stands between the soul we really are
and the world. By the time we are adults, we are fairly well convinced that we are our
programming. We are sure that the mask we are wearing to interface with the world is the totality
of who we truly are.Shamanism has long understood that the mind—or the thinking machinery,
as it can be called—is loaded into us in a very orderly and sequential way, but modern brain and
behavioral research has given us the language to understand it more completely. The behavioral
software, or the sequential, orderly way the mind is loaded, is like a mask slowly built over our
true nature. One model of the human thinking machinery includes four distinct developmental
stages. These stages correspond directly to brainwave frequencies in very nearly a one-to-one
correlation.
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Crystal, “Accessible book on neo-shamanistic path. This book would be classified as neo-
shamanism or what I would call blended shamanism as there are some new age type concepts
blended in. I would describe it as core shamanism with a slight Toltec slant as it refers to stalking
and dreaming, and recapitulation and energy reclamation. It's a good beginner's book and I like
the clear explanations. Some cultures or shaman spend most of their time journeying in the
upper or lower worlds, but this book offers a sense of all 3 worlds and suggests journeying to
each of the worlds and exploring each. There are good suggestions for journeys. There is no
index, but the back of the book has a short treatment chart with suggestions for possible causes
and potential treatments for various illnesses or problems which may come in handy. There are
simple exercises and ceremonies through the book for the beginner and basic self soul retrieval
and soul health is covered. The book is a nice blueprint for the shamanic path or explanatory
book for those interested in learning about basic shamanism.”

Lyndsy Fernandes, “Really great book. I really enjoyed this book. I think it lays out a great
foundation for the new shaman (which I am) and gives a lot of detailed exercises to help an
individual's practice. I read the whole thing without doing everything at the end of each chapter
because it didn't seem necessary to do all of it before moving on.in a very short amount of time I
learned a lot about myself and already believe that journeying needs to be a part of my everyday
life.I think the book has to, but I found some of the apparent assumptions about a person's
progress regarding unprogramming a little annoying. However, it wasn't bad, and it is necessary
since there's no way to know who many read the book.The stories at the beginning of each
chapter were odd since they weren't sent from the first person which I felt would have been more
powerful. I did like how they illustrated something that came later in the chapter.If you're new to
shamanism and looking for a good resource, this book is it. I do have plans to read others
though.”

Evelyn C. Rysdyk, “A great support for opening up to a power-filled life!. Seeing in the Dark is a
wonderful read and an invaluable resource for those traveling the shamanic path. Recognizing
the many connections that enliven our world and developing incredible relationships with them
can fill us with a deep sense of gratitude and peace. This book is a marvelous, step-by-step
guide to developing powerful kinships with the spirits that is beneficial for both beginners and
experienced shamanic practitioners, alike. I highly recommend it!--Evelyn C. Rysdyk, Shamanic
teacher and healer, author of Spirit Walking: A Course in Shamanic Power, and contributor to
Spirited Medicine: Shamanism in Contemporary Healthcare.”

Mettana, “Beautiful and practical. Deatsman and Bowersox have created a book that has
become, for me, both a personal treasure and a practical reference. I have used the book
extensively and recommend it to others who are either curious enough about shamanism to read



a new book or dedicated enough in their practice to find out more.The personal journeys at the
beginning of the chapters are delivered beautifully and help the thinking mind to switch off for a
bit. There is a treasure trove of practices and approaches to work with, probably enough for a
lifetime if one chose. There is no dogma, only compassionate guidance and enough practical
commentary to make the reader respect the value and power of soul work.This is the book that I
always go back to, for inspiration, insight, and skill building. I highly recommend it.”

Martha, “Gave me the nudge I needed.... I have been interested in shamanism for years, and
have read a generous handful of books on the subject. But I was always hesitant about taking
the leap into practice. This book gave me the reassurances I needed to just jump in and give it a
try. The language is accessible, and Colleen thoroughly addresses some of the issues Western
practioners face, especially ones not very familiar with traditional cultures.From taking that leap,
the rest is history. My shamanic practice has changed my life, and I'm only six months in as of
the time of this review. I am so excited to continue and see what adventures lie ahead! In my
exuberance, I often talk to friends and family about my practice. It can be hard to really explain
what shamanism is (and isn't).  A title I have found a huge help is Colleen's 
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raincrowfarm, “Good useful information. I used a lot of information in this book, there's a lot of
thought provoking reading here. BUT- a lot of the book is taken up with "assignments" of places
you're supposed to "journey" to...which was as tedious as reading the who-begat-who section of
the Bible. That being said it is a book that you can and should read more than once to fully
retain its contents. I learned effective ways to meditate and journey through meditation. Aside
from the assignments, the reading is easy to follow and understand.”

Jeanne M. Rhodes, “Seeing in the Dark. This book is a wonderful guide to practicing shamanism
in everyday life. It gives step-by-step detailed instructions for every exercise that is given to do.
Its also very interesting and easy to understand. This writer is excellent and knows what she's



doing. One of the best books on this subject that I ever read.”

Maria Celano-Blome, “A must read!. Whether interested in being a Shaman, or just looking for a
book to inspire your spiritual growth, this is a must read! Don't get frustrated and stop reading it
if you can't "see" whilst journeying, keep reading as the lessons are worth every second you
spend with this book.  Also, remember there is more than one way of seeing in the dark!”

TheHolisticTherapist, “Really good. Excellent book. It contains all the basic information on
shamanism with some good exercises. I think this is one of the best books on shamanism
around.”

johnjo58, “Love it. Great book for those interested in the Shamanic perspective”

The book by Colleen Deatsman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 53 people have provided feedback.
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